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Abstract. The recent computing environment is developing to the IoT services
which exchange tremendous amount of information as the variety of devices are
connected to network all the time. Since the data communication and services
take places on the variety of devices including not only traditional computing
environment and mobile devices such as smartphone but also embedded devices
and sensor nodes, the security requirements is getting more important under this
environment. This paper presents the weakness inspection mechanism to
implement secure software on the IoT environment.
Keywords: Software weakness, Static analysis, Dynamic analysis, Secure
software

1

Introduction

Recent computing environment exchanges tremendous amount of information on the
variety of devices as shown on IoT service and big data processing. Based on this, it
provides various services. The environmental characteristic highly enhanced the
security requirements of the system structure, the data network and applications on
devices and the increase of the devices has lifted the importance of security more.
This paper presents the software secure mechanism for the applications run on this
system.

2

Previous Software Weakness Analysis

As the 75% of recent software security incidents were caused by the applications
containing vulnerable points in accordance with the Gartner’s report [1], detecting
and eliminating the possible weaknesses in program effectively from the application
development stage became an very important issue. For the weakness inspection
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feature, there are two mechanism: static analysis which utilizes the tools which
analysis the weakness of source code level such as Fortify 360 and Coverity Prevent
and the dynamic analysis which utilizes the traditional software testing methodology
and the testing tools [2, 3]. The static analysis is a technique to analyze without
program execution, it utilizes token, abstract syntax tree, control flow, data flow
graph and so on. The dynamic analysis is a technique which analyses programs by
executing step by step by inserting the specific code at the execution time or mapping
libraries. There are few similar analysis tools, for instance, MOPS which is the model
inspection tool developed by UC Berkley [4], Safe-Secure C/C++ which is
specialized in buffer overflow developed by Plum Hall and Sparrow which is
specialized in buffer overflow and inspecting memory usage and errors by the Korean
security corporation Pasoo.com. The development of various test tools suit to
applications on mobile devices has been proceeding recently. Google provides
Monkey test tool to test android applications and Wind-River developed the automatic
test solution for android device development task. The most of the researches related
to mobile devices, however, are focusing on the way to test the functions of the
software only.

3

Proposed Weakness Analysis Model

The technique proposed in this study statically analyzes source codes, categorizes
CWE weakness [5] into four groups and then detects the weaknesses. Fig. 1 is a
depiction of the weaknesses detected through static analysis and the detected
weaknesses are grouped into groups; Precision Weakness, Bypassed Weakness,
Imprecision Weakness and Non-decision Weakness.

Fig. 1. Weakness classification of proposed method

In this paper, we deal with the static analysis and dynamic analysis except hybrid
analysis.
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3.1

Static Analysis

Precision Weakness refers to weaknesses that can be definitely detected only using
static analysis. For such weaknesses, dynamic analysis is unnecessary and therefore
omitted. Bypassed Weakness refers to weaknesses that cannot be detected only
through static analysis and thus needs dynamic analysis to be carried out to be
detected. Imprecision Weakness refers to weaknesses that have been detected through
static analysis but are false positive or false positive. These require in-depth analysis
during the dynamic analysis stage. Non-decision Weakness is similar to Bypassed
Weakness as it can be detected through the static analysis stage however it is a
weakness which has had information related to it collected during the analysis process.
Fig. 2(a) shows weakness analysis through static analysis.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Model of weakness analysis by (a) static analysis and (b) dynamic analysis

After applications’ source programs have passed the static analysis process, a
weakness report on Precision Weaknesses is created. Also, the data collected during
static analysis is created into Metadata form and source codes are altered and made
into a stub program to allow further dynamic analysis to be carried out.
3.2

Dynamic Analysis

In the dynamic analysis process, only Bypassed Weaknesses are analyzed from the
four groups of weaknesses. Bypassed Weaknesses are weaknesses that cannot be
handled in the static analysis stage and since no information related to it is collected
during previous stages existing dynamic analysis processes are used to examine the
weaknesses. However the dynamic analysis technique proposed in the study excludes
the weaknesses detected in the static analysis process and as a result the cost for this
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process is much lower than the existing process. Fig. 2(b) is a depiction of a dynamic
analysis model.
Dynamic analysis modules receive the stub program from the static analysis
module. Stub programs are created by inserting a code for dynamic analysis to an
application’s source code. The inserted code can be divided into a code that is
positioned in between the mobile platform and the analysis tool to dynamically
transmit and receive information to and from them and a code test code to carry out
dynamic analysis.
The input stub program is executed through the mobile platform. In the dynamic
analysis process, analysis is carried out for weaknesses which have not been analyzed
during the static analysis process, using the various interfaces provided by the
platform. The weaknesses detected here are weaknesses that fall under the category
Bypassed Weakness and another report is created in this analysis module.
Static weakness analyzer receive the source code of applications by as inputs and
print out the inspected weaknesses by the stuff source file, meta data and static
analysis. Dynamic weakness analyzer exchanges the stuff source files and information
by utilizing the printed metadata and the weakness from the static analyzer and it
prints the analyzed results.

4

Conclusions and further researches

This paper presents the mechanism to develop the software for mobile, embedded and
IoT in secure. It suggests the weakness analysis technique based on the hybrid
analysis, which combined the both strengths and weaknesses of the existing static
analysis and the dynamic analysis. It isn’t only enabling the development of strong
applications against the external attacks but also reducing the huge amount of cost by
preventing the problems that possibly occurs on service operational stage.
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